
Outline



Outline exhibits a willingness to challenge 
traditional notions of projector-type lighting 
design. It brings together modern lines and 
innovative technology in a revitalized product 
concept across multiple configurations.

Rings fresh



A cutting-edge optic for 
seamlessly uniform light. 
A cohesive design idea 
flawlessly executed. 

Outline takes the fusion of 
functionality and aesthetics 
further than ever before, 
opening whole new 
windows of possibilities.

Outdesign. Outperform. →



The lenticular grooves of the 
unique TIR lens blend the 
light softly. The lens creates 
a uniform light beam with 
high optical efficiency.

A leap in lens design.

Advanced optics 
create a more uniform 
and effective light 
beam enabling quality 
illumination with a 
smooth cut-off.

Optic excellence →



Outline’s modern aesthetic can 
be expressed in different ways 
to accentuate modern work 
environments while maintaining 
a commonality of design purpose.

Continuity
in design



←    Suspended

Surface    →

Carry a design theme 
anywhere with recessed, 
surface and suspended 
mounting iterations.

More possibilities   →

Recessed trimless    →

Recessed with trim    →



Crafting 
ambiance

Twinned cables keep 
suspended fixtures 
perfectly level, even if 
the application requires 
all heads to be angled 
in the same direction.

←

An optional uplight on 
suspended version 
can greatly improve 
overall lighting effect.

←

Dining, bar and transitional areas 
in restaurants or hotel spaces can 
get a graphic, modern lighting 
treatment with Outline. And each 
in its own distinctive way.



Clever design of both 
aimable and fixed projector 
heads is a standout 
feature of Outline.

Point and shoot →→ Up to 1250lm per head 
provides a 30 degree 
beam of quality aimable 
ambient light.

Project with power →

358� rotationProjectors on surface and 
suspended versions pivot 

smoothly and hold their 
position with a friction hinge.

70� tilt

Recessed version heads rotate 
on magnetic ball joints that keep 

the head centered in the housing, 
preserving symmetry while 

snapping back to horizontal.

360�+ rotation

40� tilt



Outline brings a modern look to high-
end retail establishments. Precise 
aimability makes illuminating displays 
easy. It also provides great ambient 
lighting that highlights merchandise 
and store design elements.

Shaping 
retail



Suspended downlight  LO — REG

Suspended uplight  LO — REG — HO

Recessed & surface  REG — HO

Outputs

80+ CRI  —  90+ CRI

Color index rendering (CRI)

0-10V dimming (DV)  —  Phase dimming (DP)*

Dimming options

* Only available for surface & recessed

Standard options

Finishes

Black White

Color temperatures

2700K 3000K 3500K 4000K

Mounting options
Three different mounting types 
meet a wide variety of head number 
and arrangement options.

With trim

Trimless

Surface

Suspended

Recessed

Beam angle

30�
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